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i enjoy dynasty warriors on the switch and playstation vita, but i never thought it would be a game
that would work well on the pc. unfortunately, the switch and vita versions of the game are far
superior to this hack. however, the switch is probably the best, so if you have access to that console,
you should download this hack for sure. it is one of the best hack n slash games on the pc, and it
probably has the most satisfying gameplay on that platform. the online system is impressive, and
the top down perspective really shines here. its a unique hack n slash game that even has a story as
well as characters and dialogue that aren't typical. that alone makes it worth playing. it proves that
nintendo isnt the only one taking risks. konami is certainly no stranger to games that are a bit more
spiritual than dynasty warriors, but this port is the best i have ever played. the strategy puzzle stuff
isn't as much a puzzle to me as it was in previous, more traditional, editions. aside from that, i find it
to be a truly amazing experience and one i certainly recommend for all platforms. famitsu has been
kind to the pc game, too, listing it as the best hack n slash game. the playstation vita version of
dynasty warriors as well has had its ups and downs, but its rarely ever bad. its certainly not the best
hack n slash game on that platform, but i have always enjoyed playing on it. as for the switch, it is
only playable on the nintendo switch online app, but it is still a pretty good hack n slash game.
despite the fact that it is a very simplistic hack n slash game, it is still enjoyable and has decent
online play.
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i dont know the right word to describe diablo 3, but its closest comparison is assassin's creed 2. its
like assassin's creed 1, but your actions on the map affect the story more so than earlier titles.

finding the right blend of class fantasy, diverse missions, and open world gameplay, diablo 3 brings
players back to an mmo, only this time its not online. gamestop in 2005 had a deal that let them sell
two copies of oblivion for just $59.99. it looked like it would be a great deal for a new franchise, and
years later it looks like the first part of that bargain was one of the best games to ever hit a system.
selling the sequel at full retail was a wise choice. the game is even better. another game that is a
classic for good reason, this remake keeps the combat and atmosphere of the original. the story is
nothing new, but is told through morrigan, changing things up a bit with no-nonsense dialogue, a

solid voice acting cast, and high-stakes conflict. the game hasnt lost any of its style even though it is
using a modern engine. the combat is surprisingly simple, with players having to mix the standard
slash and block/parry moves with magic spells, weapons, and environmental obstacles to defeat
their enemies. its simple, but can give players a bit of a challenge when playing for more than 20

hours. when you play a hack and slash game, youll be up against many opponents and the challenge
will be to defeat them quickly. it can be simple and easy as using your trusty mace or sword or it can

be intimidating with magical war hogs and monsters in the mix. 5ec8ef588b
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